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Key features

Communal swimming pool

Open Kitchen

Beach: 5 min Drive

Golf: 5 min Drive

Attributes

 Swimming pool

 Gym

 Sea views

 Apartment

 Private parking

 Garden
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Description

Price from + VAT An exclusive gated community located in the developing area of lower Geroskipou, Cyprus. With its contemporary style and luxurious interiors, this
residential complex offers a truly exceptional living experience. The community comprises five apartment blocks, thoughtfully designed to maximize the breathtaking
panoramic sea views that can be enjoyed from nearly every unit.The apartments are a testament to sophistication and elegance, boasting sleek and modern
architectural designs. Each unit is meticulously crafted with spacious layouts, allowing for an abundance of natural light to flood the living spaces. The interiors are
tastefully appointed with high-quality finishes and fixtures, creating an open and airy ambiance.With its unparalleled combination of luxury, convenience, and
stunning sea views, is an extraordinary investment opportunity that should not be missed. Experience the epitome of quality and modern living in this exclusive
residential community, where every detail has been meticulously curated to offer a truly exceptional and exclusive lifestyle.Residents have access to an array of state-
of-the-art amenities. The community features round-the-clock security, ensuring a safe and secure environment for all residents. There is a fully equipped gym,
allowing residents to maintain an active lifestyle without leaving the premises. A large communal pool provides a refreshing oasis, while changing rooms offer
convenience and comfort.The development offers a variety of apartment configurations to suit different preferences and lifestyles. Whether you seek a cozy one-
bedroom retreat, a spacious two-bedroom haven, or a lavish three-bedroom residence, you will find the perfect home. Each unit comes complete with a modern
kitchen, luxurious bathrooms, ample storage space, and meticulous attention to detail.Project also provides ample parking space for both residents and guests,
ensuring convenience and ease of access. The well-manicured gardens create a serene and welcoming atmosphere, further enhancing the overall appeal of the
community.Situated with direct access to a main road, Location offers excellent connectivity to other areas of the city and the airport, making it ideal for those
seeking a balance between accessibility and tranquility. The developing area of lower Geroskipou presents exciting opportunities for growth and development, with
modern infrastructure and social amenities being established. Special Features:VRV technology, Thermal Aluminium Windows, Gated Community, Garden-access
apartments, roof-top access penthouses, Solar-powered water boiler, photovoltaic provisions, private parking, communal gym and changing rooms, communal pool,
customizable interiors, custom wardrobes and cabinets, tiled floors in all area, laminated floors in all bedrooms, energy-efficient design, close proximity to facilities and
amenities, quiet area, sea-view, allocated storage rooms, security patrol  
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